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We unify the Lorentz- and O (2) duality-covariant approach to 4D self-dual theories by Pasti, Sorokin and
Tonin (PST) with the formulation involving an auxiliary tensor ﬁeld. We present the basic features of the
new hybrid approach, including symmetries of the relevant generalized PST action. Its salient peculiarity
is the unique form of the realization of the PST gauge symmetries. The corresponding transformations do
not affect the auxiliary tensor ﬁeld, which guarantees the self-duality of the nonlinear actions in which
the O (2) invariant interactions are constructed out of the tensor ﬁeld.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
Self-duality is one of the central concepts of gauge theories and
string theory. The notorious examples of self-dual 4D systems are
the renowned Born–Infeld theory and other duality-invariant mod-
els of nonlinear electrodynamics. Reconciling the manifest sym-
metry under duality rotations [1–3] with the manifest Lorentz
invariance becomes possible in the formulations with auxiliary
ﬁelds [4–8]. The most economic approach requires just a single
scalar auxiliary ﬁeld entering the action non-polynomially. This
formulation was originally developed for the free self-dual ten-
sor ﬁelds [4,5,8] and, later on, was extended to nonlinear models
of branes and their coupling to supergravity actions [9–13]. In-
troducing the interaction into the self-dual covariant actions is a
non-trivial task as the interaction terms should satisfy a consis-
tency condition generalizing that of [14].
On the other hand, there exists a universal approach to duality-
invariant 4D theories based on employing the auxiliary tensor
(bispinor) ﬁelds [15–17]. It came out as a by-product of study-
ing N = 3, 4D Born–Infeld theory in the harmonic superspace
formulation [18]. Within this approach, the interaction part of
the action is constructed solely out of the auxiliary tensor ﬁelds
and is manifestly duality-invariant. Though the whole action is
not duality-invariant, on shell it leads to the equations of motion
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SCOAP3.which, together with the Bianchi identity, are covariant under the
duality rotations. After elimination of the auxiliary ﬁelds by their
equations of motion, the resulting system automatically obeys the
general nonlinear Gaillard–Zumino consistency condition [14]. The
whole set of the self-dual actions of nonlinear 4D electrodynam-
ics thus proves to be in the one-to-one correspondence with the
appropriate auxiliary interactions. In Refs. [15–17] various nonlin-
ear self-dual models were explicitly constructed in this way. The
supersymmetric versions of the approach with the auxiliary tensor
ﬁelds were worked out in [19].
The aim of the present Letter is to elaborate on a new for-
mulation of the self-dual 4D actions with tensor ﬁelds, such that
they enjoy the manifest duality invariance off shell. This goal is
pursued by properly extending the construction of Pasti–Sorokin–
Tonin (PST) [4,5,8]. The striking feature of the hybrid formulation
is that the renowned PST gauge symmetry transformations have
a universal form, irrespective of the precise structure of the self-
interaction.
The Letter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the
structure and the symmetries of the original PST action of the
free duality-symmetric Maxwell ﬁeld in 4D . In Section 3 we ex-
tend the PST formulation by introducing an auxiliary tensor ﬁeld
and discuss the duality invariance, as well as the symmetry struc-
ture of the proposed action. It allows a direct generalization to
the interaction case, without affecting the form of the PST gauge
transformations. Section 4 contains a brief discussion of the re-
lations of the new action to the previously known non-covariant
duality-symmetric actions of the 4D Maxwell ﬁeld. Summary and
conclusions are collected in the ﬁnal part of the Letter.under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by
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We start with a brief discussion of the standard PST approach to
4D self-dual theories within the original second order formulation
of [4,5,8]. The following action1
SPST = 1
2
∫
d4x
[−vm F˜ amnδab F˜ bnl vl + vmFbmnab F˜ anl vl] (1)
describes the dynamics of the duality-symmetric Maxwell ﬁeld Aam ,
a = 1,2, with the ﬁeld strength Famn = ∂mAan − ∂n Aam . Its dual is
deﬁned by
F˜ amn =
1
2
mnrl F
arl. (2)
The other entities entering the action (1) are the PST scalar a(x) in
the speciﬁc non-polynomial combination vm
vm = ∂ma(x)√
(∂a)2
(3)
and the O (2) invariant tensors δab and ab (12 = 1, 21 = −1).
The role of the PST scalar is to make the Lorentz covariance of the
action manifest; the O (2) tensors ensure the manifest invariance
of the action under the O (2) duality rotations of the vector ﬁelds
Aam , δA
a
m = ωab Abm .
The general variation of the action (1) is calculated to be
δSPST = −1
2
∫
d4x
[
δFamn − δvm
(
v ·Fa)n]mnrl vrab(v ·Fb)l
= −
∫
d4x
(
δAam −
δa√
(∂a)2
(
v ·Fa)m
)
× mnrl∂n
(
vrab
(
v ·Fb)l), (4)
where we have omitted the total derivative term and introduced
Famn = Famn + ab F˜ bmn, (5)
with (v · Fa)n := vmFamn . As follows from (4), the action (1), be-
sides the invariance under U (1) local gauge transformations of the
Maxwell ﬁelds Aam , reveals the invariance under the following spe-
cial gauge symmetries (the so-called PST symmetries [4,5,8]):
δI A
a
m = ∂ma(x)Φa(x), δIa(x) = 0, (6)
δIIa(x) = ϕ(x), δII Aam =
ϕ(x)√
(∂a)2
(
v ·Fa)m. (7)
These two PST symmetries (below we refer to them as PST-I
and PST-II) play different roles. The PST-I symmetry is needed
to reduce, by ﬁxing the gauge parameters Φa(x), the vector ﬁeld
equation of motion
mnrl∂n
[
vrab
(
v ·Fb)l]= 0 (8)
to the self-duality condition2
Famn = Famn + ab F˜ bmn = 0. (9)
The second PST symmetry (PST-II) guarantees that the presence
of the PST scalar a(x), which is needed for the manifest Lorentz
covariance of the PST action, does not increase the number of the
initial degrees of freedom: This ﬁeld can be completely gauged
away. Indeed, its equation of motion
∂m
[
1√
(∂a)2
mnrl vnab
(
v ·Fa)r(v ·Fb)l
]
= 0 (10)
1 We use the conventions gmn = diag(1,−1,−1,−1), 0123 = 1.
2 Details of this procedure may be found, e.g., in [20], or, more recently, in [23].does not contain any additional information and is trivially satis-
ﬁed on shell. However, a gauge ﬁxing of the PST scalar breaks the
manifest Lorentz covariance of the model, resulting in the mani-
festly duality-invariant but non-covariant formulation of Schwarz
and Sen [2] (see Section 4 for details).
3. Manifestly covariant self-dual action with tensor auxiliary
ﬁelds
As shown in [15–17], introducing the auxiliary tensor ﬁelds al-
lows one to drastically simplify the problem of ﬁnding the O (2)
duality-invariant interactions. It was of obvious interest to gener-
alize the auxiliary tensor ﬁeld formulation in such a way that the
O (2) duality becomes the manifest off-shell symmetry of the total
action.
This goal motivated us to consider the following modiﬁcation
of the PST action (1)
S =
∫
d4xL′PST ≡
∫
d4x
[LPST + vm F˜ amnδab F˜ bnl vl
+ vmVmnV nr vr + vmV˜mn V˜ nr vr + 2vmVmn F˜ 2nl vl
− 2vmV˜mn F˜ 1nl vl
]
. (11)
Integrating out an unconstrained auxiliary ﬁeld Vmn takes as back
to the original PST action. Indeed, the equations of motion for Vmn
read
v[m
(
Vn]p + F˜ 2n]p
)
vp − 1
2
vttsmn
(
V˜ sp − F˜ 1sp)vp = 0, (12)
whence
vmVmn = −vm F˜ 2mn, vmV˜mn = vm F˜ 1mn. (13)
Substitution of these expressions into (11) leaves us with LPST
as the “on-shell” Lagrangian. Note that the relations (13) in fact
enable to express the whole Vmn in terms of vm and the ﬁeld
strengths Famn (the number of the independent relations in (13) is
just 6, and Vmn has 6 independent components). It is convenient
to present the corresponding expressions in the bispinor notation,
using the deﬁnitions
Vmn − i V˜mn = (σ˜mσn)α˙β˙ V¯
β˙
α˙ , Vmn + i V˜mn = −(σmσ˜n)αβ V βα ,
vm = 1
2
(σ˜m)
α˙β vβα˙ = 12 (σm)βα˙ v˜
α˙β , vβα˙ v˜
α˙ρ = δρβ , (14)
and the similar ones for Famn . Then Eqs. (13) amount to the set
vβξ˙ V
β
ξ + vξ α˙ V¯ α˙ξ˙ = i
[
vβξ˙
(
F 2
)β
ξ
− vξ α˙
(
F¯ 2
)α˙
ξ˙
]
,
vβξ˙ V
β
ξ − vξ α˙ V¯ α˙ξ˙ = vβξ˙
(
F 1
)β
ξ
− vξ α˙
(
F¯ 1
)α˙
ξ˙
, (15)
and hence we ﬁnd
V αξ =: Iαξ (F ) =
1
2
(
F 1 − i F 2)α
ξ
− 1
2
vξ β˙ v˜
ρ˙α
(
F¯ 1 − i F¯ 2)β˙
ρ˙
,
V¯ α˙
ξ˙
= (V αξ ). (16)
This solution could be equivalently derived in a more direct way,
starting from the action (11) in the bispinor notation.
The extended action (11), like its pure PST prototype, is O (2)
duality invariant. Indeed, the involved quantities possess the fol-
lowing O (2) transformation properties:
δFamn = ωab F bmn,
δVmn = ωV˜mn ⇔ δ V˜mn = −ωVmn. (17)
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abV bmn , and rewrite the V -dependent terms in (11) in the mani-
festly O (2) invariant form
vmV amnδabV
bnr vr + 2vmV amnab F˜ bnl vl. (18)
We observe that for preserving the manifest duality invariance it is
enough to add a single auxiliary tensor ﬁeld, still keeping a double
set of the gauge potentials.
Thus by construction the action (11) is manifestly Lorentz-
and duality-invariant. However, like in the original PST approach
[4,5,8], the covariance of the action is ensured by the PST scalar
a(x), the auxiliary nature of which is guaranteed by the PST sym-
metries. Therefore, we are led to ﬁnd how (if any) the transfor-
mation laws (6), (7) are modiﬁed upon introducing the auxiliary
tensor ﬁeld Vmn .
The straightforward computations lead to the following expres-
sion for the general variation of (11) (modulo a total derivative):
δS = −
∫
d4x
(
δAam −
δa√
(∂a)2
(
v · F̂a)m
)
mnrl∂n
(
vrab
(
v · F̂b)l)
+ 2
∫
d4x δVmn
(
vm
[−V nr − F˜ 2nr]vr
+ 1
2
vs
sumn[V˜ ur − F˜ 1ur]vr
)
, (19)
where
F̂1mn := F 1mn − F˜ 2mn − 2Vmn, F̂2mn = F 2mn + F˜ 1mn − 2V˜mn. (20)
The variation (19) vanishes under the standard local U (1) trans-
formations of the gauge ﬁelds Aam , as well as under the following
modiﬁed PST-type transformations
δI A
a
m = ∂ma(x)Φa(x), δIa(x) = 0, δI Vmn = 0, (21)
δIIa(x) = ϕ(x), δII Aam =
ϕ(x)√
(∂a)2
(
v · F̂a)m,
δII Vmn = 0. (22)
We see that only the PST-II transformations are actually mod-
iﬁed. It is very important to note that the modiﬁed PST transfor-
mations (21), (22) do not affect the auxiliary tensor ﬁeld Vmn . This
peculiarity has a great impact on the structure of admissible inter-
action terms.
Just due to this notable property, in the nonlinear case we can
add, to the bilinear action (11), an arbitrary auxiliary interaction
E(A) = 12 A+ O (A2), where A is the quartic O (2) invariant variable
A = (Tr V 2)(Tr V¯ 2)= 1
16
[(
VmnVmn
)2 + (VmnV˜mn)2], (23)
with (Tr V 2) = V βα V αβ = (Tr V¯ 2). The free solution V αβ = Iαβ (F ) (16)
can be easily generalized to the interaction case
V βα = Iβα(F ) − (v V¯ v˜)βα
(
Tr V 2
)EA, (24)
where EA = dE/dA. The resulting action
Sint =
∫
d4x
[L′PST + E(A)] (25)
preserves all symmetries of the bilinear action, including the gauge
PST symmetries. Thus it describes some self-dual systems for any
choice of the O (2) invariant interaction. After solving Eq. (24) (e.g.,
by recursions), one is left with the highly nonlinear action in termsof the ﬁeld strengths Famn and the auxiliary scalar ﬁeld a(x).
3 The
PST-II transformations also become nonlinear. It is remarkable that,
before eliminating Vmn , the PST transformations have the universal
form (21), (22).
4. Non-covariant self-dual action with tensor auxiliary ﬁeld
Let us brieﬂy discuss the relation of the covariant action (11) to
the previously proposed duality-invariant actions of [2,21,16].
The PST-II symmetry of the action (22) makes it possible to ﬁx
the gauge vm = δ0m . As a result, the covariant action (11) turns into
the following duality-symmetric non-covariant action:
Sn.c. =
∫
d4x
[
1
2
Bakδab B
b
k +
1
2
Bakab E
b
k + 2V akab Bbk + V ak δabV bk
]
.
(26)
Here, we have introduced V0i = V 1i = Vi , V˜0i = V 2i = Ui .4 The ac-
tion (26) is a non-covariant gauge-ﬁxed “magnetic” version of the
covariant action proposed in [21] (see Appendix C of [16] for de-
tails of deriving (26)5).
After integrating out the auxiliary ﬁelds V ak , the action (26)
takes the form
SSS =
∫
d4x
[
−1
2
Bakδab B
b
k +
1
2
Bakab E
b
k
]
, (27)
which is none other than the Schwarz–Sen non-covariant duality-
invariant action [2]. This result is of course not surprising, because
the elimination of the tensor auxiliary ﬁeld in the gauge-unﬁxed
action (11) takes the latter just back to the PST action. On the
other hand, the PST action (1) is a covariantization of the Schwarz–
Sen action (27).
Extending the action (26) to the non-trivial interaction comes
about as follows
Ln.c. = 1
2
Bakδab B
b
k +
1
2
Bakab E
b
k + 2V ak ab Bbk
+ V ak δabV bk + E(A), (28)
where E(A) is the same function of the manifestly O (2) duality-
invariant variable (23) as in the covariant action (25). In the 3D
notation it is constructed out of the 3D components of Vmn as
A = 1
4
(UkUk)
2 + 1
4
(VkVk)
2 − 1
2
(UkUk)(ViV i) + (ViUi)2. (29)
The corresponding auxiliary equations are
V 1k + B2k +
1
2
∂ A
∂V 1k
EA = 0, EA ≡ ∂E(A)
∂ A
,
V 2k − B1k +
1
2
∂ A
∂V 2k
EA = 0. (30)
The general non-covariant action (28) can be obtained as a gauge-
ﬁxed version of the general covariant action (25) which enjoys
both PST gauge symmetries.
3 The O (2) invariant interactions with derivatives of Vmn are also admissible,
leading to self-dual actions with derivatives on the gauge ﬁeld strengths [17].
4 4D indices are split into the 1 + 3 set as m = (0, i). We denote Fa0i = Eai , Fai j =
i jk B
a
k , F˜
a
0i = Bai ; in our notation 0123 = −1, so 0i jk = −i jk and 0i jk = i jk .
5 In fact, in [16] an “electric” version of (26) was derived, using the trick sug-
gested in [21]; the action (26) follows from the “electric” version through a discrete
duality transformation.
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To summarize, we have proposed the new approach to the
4D self-dual nonlinear electrodynamics systems, which is a sym-
biosis of the Pasti–Sorokin–Tonin covariant duality-invariant ap-
proach [4,5,8] and the approach of [15–17] involving auxiliary
tensor ﬁelds. The new approach inherits the advantages of both ap-
proaches just mentioned. On the one hand, it is manifestly Lorentz
and O (2) duality covariant. On the other hand, it provides a simple
way of constructing self-dual actions with a non-trivial interaction.
We have studied the symmetry structure of the proposed action
and established its relation to the duality-symmetric approaches
of [2,21]. The most sound feature of the action constructed is the
universal form of the gauge PST transformations off shell, before
eliminating the auxiliary tensor ﬁelds by their equations of mo-
tion. These transformations do not affect the auxiliary ﬁelds at
all, the feature that makes it possible to construct invariant in-
teractions from these ﬁelds without breaking any symmetry of the
free action. Note that PST actions with additional auxiliary ﬁelds
were considered before (see, e.g., [8,22]), however the approach
we follow here is entirely different, since it is not related to any
dualization of the PST scalar ﬁeld.
An important feature of our formulation is that it ensures a
consistent way of adding a non-trivial interaction to the free ac-
tions, with the guarantee that the emerging nonlinear system is
self-dual. Recently, the general structure of nonlinear interacting
self-dual actions within the PST approach was analyzed in [23]. It
was found there that the invariance of the whole action under the
PST-type transformations amounts to the fundamental consistency
condition of the Gaillard–Zumino type [14]. It would be interest-
ing to establish the precise links of our approach with this general
analysis.
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